1. Foothill is an AVID school and many of the techniques and skills that the students learn are being implemented amongst cross-curricular including, but not limited to: Cornell Notes, Templates, Rhetorical Precis,

2. The English Department has made it a mission to integrate and have all the students successfully complete a research paper by the end of senior year. This will begin with the freshman level and continually add and develop more skills through senior year.

3. Foothill provides all the 10th graders with an opportunity to improve and excel on the CAHSEE by providing CAHSEE Bootcamp. It consists of Saturday classes beginning the second semester up to the weekend before CAHSEE. They also provide a CAHSEE Bootcamp for the 11th and 12th grade students in either math or English to assist with the passing of the test. Some 11th or 12th grade students are placed in a CAHSEE class throughout the year to further their success of the curriculum.

4. More cross-curricular across departments is occurring. The Social Sciences and the English departments are beginning to help each-other out with the research and annotation skills.